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Twenty-one-year-old Jekalyn Carr is a GRAMMY® and two-time Billboard Music Award 
nominee and GMA Dove Award-winning independent recording artist.   In 2015, Carr, at 
the age of 16, won her first Stellar Award.  

With these awards, Carr has become a top-selling independent recording artist in a 
career spanning half a decade at the top of the charts. These include You Will Win, the 
lead single from the "One Nation Under God" album and You’re Bigger, from “The Life 
Project”, which have both been #1 on Billboard's Gospel National Airplay chart. Her 
accolades include the poignant and powerful Billboard Top 5 single, Greater Is Coming, 
released at the age of 15. 

In addition to these remarkable achievements as a young gospel singer, Carr is a 
motivational speaker, entrepreneur, actress, and author.  She released her first 
book, You Will Win: Inspirational Strategies To Help You Overcome, in 2018, alongside 
the #1 Billboard song You Will Win.   

The You Will Win book, a collection of Carr’s most poignant and riveting exhortations, 
inspirational messages, pointers and strategies, is designed to promote a victorious life 
in Christ.  

Carr made her television acting debut with a featured role on the television 
series Greenleaf on Oprah Winfrey’s OWN Network.  She was additionally featured in 
the movie Never Heard that hit US theaters Nov. 1, 2018.  

The artiste’s burgeoning national acclaim was earlier evidenced when she was named 
among Ebony magazine’s “Power 100” in 2014, saluting influential African Americans 
across the spectrum of fields. She shared this honur with other distinguished African 
Americans such as Beyoncé, Bishop T.D. Jakes, Lebron James, and Quincy Jones.  

Carr has appeared at many notable televised events and programmes, including the 
Dove Awards, NFL Super Bowl Gospel, TBN, Black Music Honors, GMA Honors, the 
Trumpet Awards, the Triumph Awards, the Bobby Jones Gospel Show.  

Carr’s heartfelt messages and songs extend across the generations, touching young 
and older audiences alike.  

Jekalyn’s messages is that success can be achieved through persist effort, faithfulness 
to core values, and an abiding trust in God.  


